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For the Classroom
I. The as tronauts chosen for the E:ttravehicular Ac ti vi ty (EVA)
to service the Hubble Space Telescope practice for their mission
at least one year in advance. Name and discuss some reasons for
this long preparation.
2. While outside of the shuttle, the astronauts wi ll be wearing a
sophisticated spacesuit called the Extravehicular Mobility Unit
(EMU). List the problems astronauts encounter in the outer space
environment that must be addressed by spacesuit designers.
3.· Divide the class into cooperative learni ng groups 10 research
and present findings of the evolution of the spacesuit. Possible
topics:
Project Mercury Spacesuits
Projec t Gemini Spacesuits
Project Apollo Spacesuits
Skylab Spacesuits
Soviet Cosmonau ts' Spacesuits
High-Altitude Airc raft Pressure Suits
The Current Extravehicular Mobility Unit
Plan to have the students display and discuss the results of their
researc h.
4. *' A spacesuit contains a nonexpandable but flexible laye r that
contains oxygen to provide adequate pressure for astronauts on
spacewalks. The o:tygen that is fed into this layer is under
pressure. and the pressure is exened on the astronaut. The
pressure makes the suit stiff. Predict some of the problems
caused by this fact.
To understand this problem, infl ate a long balloon.
Try to bend it.
What can be done to make the balloon easier to bend?
Think about the human ann. What hel ps it to bend easily'!
Inflate a second long balloon bUl this time, use plastic or
me tal rings or heavy rubber bands to pinch off the
balloon like sausage links.
The rin gs or bands provide joints that make bendi ng easier.
5.· Because spacesuit gloves are inflated they can be stiff and
hard to work in. To help students understand the problems
astronauts will encounter when servicing the Hubble Space
Telescope. have students try to do simple tasks whi le weari ng
thick insulated ski gloves. such as:
Assem ble a structure wit h construction toys
Write a message
Use a screwdri ver
Use needle-nose pliers
Screw a nu t onto a bolt
Thread a needle
*'From: "Suited for Spacewal king - A Teacher's Guide With
Activities" available at NASA Teacher Resource Centers
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